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Abstract
A blockchain is a decentralized, disseminated and digital ledger that can’t be altered retroactively without modifying every single blocks
and the consensus of the network. Blockchain can be used in smart contracts, Banks, IoT devices, Database management, etc., Due to
recent times flaws and leakage of Aadhaar information (Aadhaar which is the largest government databases of the Indian citizens) in
Internet the security and privacy of Aadhaar became questionable. In order to ensure the security of Aadhaar, Blockchain has the
potential to overcome security and privacy challenges in Aadhaar. In this project we are going to create a Blockchain for Aadhaar
database and implement light weight algorithm for efficiency, optimization and scalability along with the Blockchain securing algorithm.
Keywords: Blockchain, Aadhaar, Lightweight cryptography.

1. Introduction
Blockchains are cryptographically signed digital ledgers where
transactions are framed into blocks. Each blocks are linked to
previous block with its hash value which is generated
cryptographically. When new blocks are added, it is reflected
across all copies of the ledger in the network.
Blockchains are distributed network without a central repository
and central authority implemented as digital ledger systems. At
their initial level, they enable a group of users to record
transactions in a ledger which is public to that group, such that no
transaction can be changed once published. This technology
became widely known starting in 2008 when it was applied to
enable the growth of electronic currencies where digital transfer of
money take place in distributed systems. It has enabled the success
of e-commerce systems such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, and
Litecoin. Due to this, blockchains are often viewed as bound to
Bitcoin or possibly e-currency solutions in common. However, the
Blockchain technology is more useful and the availability is for
various applications.
Whenever a transaction occurs, that transaction is signed by
whoever is authorizing it. That includes public key of the user
which will be signed digitally by users private and public keys.
This gets registered to the ledger of the Blockchain network.
Consensus plays a vital role in the Blockchain network. The goal
is to achieve a joint state, meaning everyone agreeing on a certain
state of the Blockchain. As in a distributed system, there is no
central authority to decide which new blocks are valid and which
are not. Every node has to decide on its own if it accepts a new
block or not. The basic consensus algorithm is simple: The only
valid chain is the chain that contains the genesis block, only valid
blocks according to the network rules and is the longest one. All
other chains are not accepted. Longest chain means that the chain
contains the most blocks.

Blockchain which is a decentralized network will help UIDAI
which is governing authority for India’s 1.2 billion citizen’s
identity database, Aadhaar. But privacy of Aadhaar and its
security is questionable, due to recent incidents and reports on the
leak of Aadhar details of many Indian citizens over internet.

2. Related Works
Personal Health Records of patients are recorded and are stored in
cloud platform[1] from where they can be retrieved for future
references by any Health Care provider which has conventional
solution due to lack of complexity and accessibility in cloud
storage the Blockchain is implemented to the PHR of all the
patients which can be more efficient, secured and easy
accessibility. It also deals with the solution on challenges faced
while linking huge database to the Blockchain, the idea of the offchain data storage is suggested by many, where the data kept
outside the blockchain database is distributed in a standard way,
and the data of hashed value is stored in the blockchain. The
healthcare information is stored in off-chain fashion so that data
can be secured, erased and collected as required. But the
immutable hashed values of the healthcare information are
upended on blockchain for validating the authenticity and
accuracy.
Individual information, and sensitive information when all said is
done, must not be confided in the hands of outsiders, where they
are helpless to assaults and abuse [2]. Rather, clients should have
control to their information without trading off security or
constraining organizations and expert’s capacity to provide
customized administrations. Our stage empowers the above stated
by joining with blockchain, reused with a new purpose as an
entrance guidance arbitrator, by an off blockchain stockpiling
arrangement. Clients are not needed to trust any outsider and are
constantly given the knowledge of the information that had being
gathered about them and the way it has been utilized. In addition,
the blockchain is aware of the clients as the proprietors of their
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own information. Organizations can centre around using
information without being excessively worried about legitimately
securing and dividing them into sections. Moreover, with a
decentralized stage, settling on legitimate and administrative
choices about gathering, putting away and sharing sensitive
information have to be less difficult. Also, laws and directions
could be customized into the blockchain itself, with the goal that
they are maintained naturally. In different circumstances, the
record can go about as lawful confirmation for getting to (or
putting away) information, since it is (computationally) designed
carefully. At long last, we examined a few conceivable future
expansions for blockchains that could saddle them into a balanced
answer for put stock in processing issues in the public arena.
Paper[3] first examines about the basics of crypto-currencies for
the audience which have none or zero knowledge about it. Further
it talks about the advantage and disadvantages of bitcoin with its
implementation. The author finally concludes that how poorly and
overhyped the bitcoin is. But it also implies that Blockchain, the
root technology behind bitcoin has a huge scope in different fields
in the near future. Also the paper discusses about the various
attacks and vulnerabilities that the bitcoin has faced till now. It is a
correct decision not to call Bitcoin a currency. Cash may be a unit
of account, store of import and medium of exchange. Bitcoin is
none of these, in any serious sense. Bitcoin has several issues that
needs to be answered. Associate anonymous and localized
payment system may so revolutionize the economy, facilitate to
finish the disproportionate power of some banking systems and
democratize financial exchange. A system created by associate
anonymous cryptologist might not be the method of the future;
true openness is required for future experiment to achieve success.
A blockchain can be seen as a decentralized database in which
information can be saved. This database is distributed across all
participating nodes, resulting in a decentralized network. All
nodes agree upon a certain set of rules, defining the allowed
behaviour in the network and the structure of information to be
stored. The rule set defines the purpose and the functionality of
the Blockchain.
The blockchain based e-voting is easy [4], to use a digitalcurrency method, Blockchain enabled e-voting provide a “wallet”
with a credential to each voter. Each voter receive a “coin”
representing a chance to vote. When we Cast our vote, the voter’s
coin will be transferred to the candidate’s blockchain wallet, and
the coin can be spend only once by voter. Nevertheless, vote can
changed by the voter before the deadline. By this, we can define
that we can overcome two of the most common concerns (voter
access and voter fraud) in voting methods today by using
blockchain. Blockchain enable tamper-proof audit trails for
voting.
Mobile devices can use simplified payment verification [5], based
on Trust zone through isolation and verification done by secure
execution environment and block header are not readable through
encryption. This design is a secure lightweight blockchain wallet
for securing private keys.

3. Requirement Analysis
Blockchain based Aadhaar will follow the data protection and
privacy of the users. This will permit data to be collected,
maintained and used explicitly with the knowledge of the
information to which person it belongs.
When using Aadhaar in blockchain, we can see more trusted
UIDAI nodes where state governments and other legal entities can
be as a part of trusted UIDAI nodes. These Trusted nodes only can
validate the transaction and add new blocks in the blockchain,
they can also perform decryption on the data that has been stored
in the blocks. Since, we can find numerous nodes contained in the
peer-to-peer network and we can find a full copy of the blockchain
in each and every node, this will be an advantage if any node gets
compromised the blockchain will not be affected. When attacker
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wants to validate a malicious transaction then he must take control
of at least 51% of the nodes.
From this large size of the information and needed bandwidth, it
might become difficult to implement a similar system. A solution
for the above stated problem is to gather the original data in a
central server as they store now, the blocks with the original data
will have a pointer assigned to them in the centralized database.
We will be encrypting the stored pointer and we will be
decrypting to see the original data node. By this method, the
bandwidth required for implementation will be very less because
we can utilize all the data it has stored in the existing
infrastructure.
Moreover,
implementing
Lightweight
cryptographic algorithm to the existing Blockchain security
algorithm that will reduce the complexity, time constrains and
increase the efficiency of the system.

4. Challenges
The Popular technique blockchain faces few challenges. We list
few critical challenges and recent enhancements as follows.
Scalability: As the number of transactions in our day to day life
are increasing, the size of blockchain is becoming bigger. Every
node in network will store all transactions and verify them with
blockchain as they have to verify whether source of current
transaction is spent or not. Bitcoin blockchain approximately
process 7 transactions per second due to block size restriction and
time interval in generating new block, which is not enough to
fulfil the requirement in real-time as it has to process millions of
transactions. The blocks capacity are very small, so this may result
in delay between minor transactions because the miners prefer
these transactions with higher transaction fee.
Human error: When we send information into the database it
needs to be of high quality and we use blockchain as a database. It
is untrustable to store data in blockchain because of this events are
recorded and monitored accurately.
Unavoidable security flaw: In bitcoin and other blockchains we
can find a security flaw, the lie will become the truth when more
number of computers are working as nodes to service the network
. This is known as '51% attack' and was highlighted by Satoshi
Nakamoto when bitcoin is launched by him. So, the community
closely monitors bitcoin mining pools, ensures no one will gain
such network influence unknowingly.
Complexity: More Complex Security algorithms are used for
signing and verification. And also Hashing algorithm is used to
securely share the Documents.

5. Proposed Methodology
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In this project we are going to create a Blockchain for Aadhaar
database and implement lightweight algorithm for efficiency,
optimization and scalability along with the Blockchain securing
algorithm.
In order to achieve this we have to create a genesis block in which
user identification is uploaded with private key for which a public
key is generated.
To add Aadhaar details like Address, Iris scan, Finger Print, etc,.
and upload with a private key, sign (in general signature part use
Elliptic Curve Algorithm) and share in the network which is
should be verified.
To create a Block for a Aadhaar user, and secure it by SHA256
hashing algorithm, and try to make a conventional lightweight
algorithm.
Whenever any modification is done the block gets updated and are
shared to all nodes in the network.
To overcome the security challenges while implementing
lightweight to the blockchain.

6. Conceptual Diagram

7. Comparison Table of Security Algorithm

Here we are supposed to find a best suitable lightweight security
algorithm to replace SHA256. So that the size of the Block can be
reduced without compromising the security level of the
Blockchain.

8. Conclusion
Blockchain has much more potential which can be used in many
ways. In this project we proposed to make Blockchain lightweight
by replacing the standard algorithm without compromising the
security. So that it can be used to store more data and secure 1.2
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billion Indian citizen’s Aadhaar details and the transaction usage
records of each citizen’s Aadhaar is maintained.
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